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Exercise overview 

Aim:  to explore country perspectives on opportunities for and limitations to 
 complementarities  between NBSAP and REDD+ objectives 

 

Time:  45 minutes (interactive exercise) 

  40 minutes (report back – 10 minutes for each group) 

 

Set up:  Participants will: 

 

  Be split into four groups 

 

  Each group will be asked a series of questions to help identify potential 
 complementarities.  Participants will note these down on coloured cards, which will 
 then be posted on a flipchart. Links between different actions will be identified. Each 
 group will also be asked to consider limiting factors to complementarities.   

   

  Each group will decide on a representative  who will present the flipchart diagram 
and  as well as the main conclusions of the group 
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Questions for each group: 

1. What components of your NBSAP could make a contribution to REDD+? (10 mins) 
 Note these down on the colour cards provided, using only one colour. Participants are 

encouraged to draw on components from as many countries as possible. Once  the 
components have been identified, post them on the Flipchart table under  the “NBSAP 
components contributing to REDD+ objectives” column 
 

2. What components of your REDD+ strategy have relevance for biodiversity and your country’s 
commitments under the CBD? (10 mins) 

 Note these down on the colour cards provided, using only one colour. Participants are 
encouraged to draw on components from as many countries as possible. Once  the 
components have been identified, post them on the Flipchart table under  the “REDD+ 
components contributing to biodiversity/CBD objectives” column 

 
3. Of the components identified under each of the columns, are there any that are clearly linked in 

terms of purpose and type/category of action? (10 minutes)  
 For components under NBSAPs and REDD+ which are clearly linked, draw a line between the 

components to match them. Groups may wish to draw stronger links with solid lines, and 
more indirect links with dotted lines. 
 

4. What could act as limiting factors in terms of complementarities for the components listed on the 
flipchart? (10 mins) 

 Make a note of limitations on the flipchart using a pen 
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NBSAP components contributing to 
REDD+ objectives 

REDD+ components contributing to 
biodiversity/CBD objectives 


